Abstract-Message-based debugging facilities for Web or Grid Services are separated from an infrastructure of source level debugging and can work in a self-identifying and coexisting mode within a normal services container. In this paper, we discuss problems for services debugging and approaches we take. We present the operational model and context inspection of message-based debugging facilities. The facilities are able to trace service behaviors, dump debugging information, and manage states and behavioral breakpoints of debugged services. This model supports a mechanism of multi-user and multi-site service debugging without requiring programmers or developers to one by one duplicate full scenarios in multiple servers.
INTRODUCTION
Web Services are autonomous, platform-independent computational elements that can be described, published, discovered, orchestrated and programmed to bind networks of collaborating applications distributed within and across organizational boundaries [1] . By well-defined interfaces and specific conventions, Grid Services are concerned, particularly with behaviors related to the management of transient service instances [2] . Generally, Web Services defined by W3C, are stateless. Grid Services, on the other hand, are stateful [1] [2] .
Specifications are put in place for major aspects of Web or Grid Services. Most SOAP engines follow these common standards and protocols, e.g., in Web Services-Axis, Vega GOS, and Globus Toolkit [3] [4] [5] . As Service-Oriented Computing has emerged as a cross-disciplinary paradigm for distributed computing, a need for tools and techniques to build and debug such software applications has grown. However, it still lacks suitable facilities for service debugging.
Debugging techniques have evolved over the years in response to changes in programming languages, implementation techniques, and user requirements. A new type of implementation vehicle for software has emerged that, once again, requires new debugging techniques [6] . Several papers on theoretical and practical aspects of new debugging and monitoring have appeared in the literature [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . These research efforts have succeeded in creating a vast and valuable body of knowledge and demarcating what is feasible from what is not.
In particular, a need often arises for the focused, ondemand debugging of a certain service, where the focus of one or more users may want to inspect a message interaction, a single behavior, a sequence of services. Essentially, the message processing provides a framework to support messaging or service behaviors. Such a framework prompts the need for more effective approaches to trace these behaviors, and dump service contexts during problem execution.
The focus of this paper is on modeling message-based debugging facilities in a normal service container. To gain an understanding of important issues addressed in the paper and approaches we take, consider a scenario that two users want to debug grid services deployed in two containers. We discuss problems with a source level debugger and give our solution of message-based debugging. Then we discuss ideas of mutual limitation, coexistence, and service context. Mutual limitation is applied to identify a debugged service and a debugging activity. Coexistence means the facilities do not violate a run-time service container and not interfere with other services on it. Behavior descriptions as labels are taken to trace a debugged service in the operational model of the facilities, which are programming language-neutral. The service contexts consist of structural run-time data and persistent resources for message processing and management for a service invocation. We give design and implementation of the facilities that provide capabilities to trace behaviors, dump debugging information, and manage execution states and behavioral breakpoints of a debugged service. The facilities are separated from a source level debugging infrastructure and can work in a self-identifying and coexisting mode within a normal service container.
In [12] , we have given some debugging modes and structure of debugging Web or Grid Services. In this paper we want to clearly give a formal description of messagebased debugging facilities in the debugging back-end. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a case study to debug grid services, followed by a more general analysis. In Section 3, we discuss mutual limitation with a debugged service and a debugging activity and give an operational model of message-based debugging. Section 4 then deals with context inspections for multiple users in multiple containers. The design of message-based debugging facilities are given in Section 5. We introduce related work in Section 6 and conclusions with future work in Section 7.
II. CASE STUDY
Consider the following scenario. Two users want to debug the grid services deployed in two containers. To use a source level debugger, a service container must run on a debugged mode, in which the debugging infrastructure works, and only one user can connect or attach to it at one time. This procedure for debugging a single grid service can be shown as Fig. 1 .
In order to debug a GT4 service [3] , a container must be executed on a debugged Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and Java Debugger should connect the JVM at first. Then CounterClient in the client side starts to call CounterService at the debugged container. After these preparations, one can use the debugger to remotely inspect the whole JVM on which the service runs. Besides, since a Java debugger must control the whole debugged JVM as a service container, the second problem is such a debugging mode may interfere with other java threads, services run on the JVM, e.g., Queue Manager. It may also affect execution states of other applications on the JVM.
Last but not the least, for a testbed of Service-Oriented Computing, such a debugging mode could not start upon with a normal run-time container. Even if the container can restart with a debugging mode, the run-time environment would be destroyed. That is, one may imperatively turn on the debugging infrastructure for debugging interactions.
Therefore, to tackle these problems and make conventional debugging techniques and tools easily applying to service debugging, we takes an approach to a composite mode, both message-based and source level debugging [12] . In our facilities, service debugging can be organized on behaviors of message processing. It checks consistency between the observed behaviors and the expected behaviors. Focusing on these behaviors allows programmers to take different debugging strategies in understanding and communicating the expected behaviors of a service, especially in a normal container. Moreover, a debugging migration could apply to a single behavior if necessary. In this way the behavior could be effectively inspected as part of a service and debugged in isolation. A message-level debugging example that two users could simultaneously debug services deployed in two containers is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Both the message-based front-end and back-end are built on the same architecture to support Web or Grid Services. A message-based debugging command request calls System Debugging Service (SDS), the API of the debugging backend, to inspect a debugged service remotely. The messagebased debugging mode is independent of a source level debugging infrastructure, so that other non-debugged services and applications can be executed normally and continuously in the JVM. In this mode, a user could break and resume a debugged service invocation, and trace the behaviors in a normal run-time container. Like inspecting activities as found in a source level debugger, some contexts can be observed and modified. Our implementation allows multiple users online to inspect their services in run-time environments without mutual interference [12] .
As all above, this paper safely draws the conclusion that a separation of debugging infrastructure, at the source level, and message-based debugging facilities, at the service level, is necessary to fully support service debugging. This separation leads to a model of message-based debugging facilities for Web or Grid Services, which is discussed in following sections. 
III. OPERATIONAL MODEL
A command line input from a debugging console means to perform a debugging activity. Two important characteristics of message-based debugging are coexistence and self-identification. Coexistence makes message-based debugging facilities work in a normal service container. Selfidentification denotes that a debugged service could determine itself and a debugging activity inversely controlling it.
A. Debugging Request
In a message mode, for a set of debugged services (D) and a set of system debugging services (S) with a group of operations (O), the structure of a command line (cmdl) can be defined as [12] :
, where, nm is the name of a debugging command (nm= name(o)), addr is the address of a system debugging service (s), uid is the unique identifier of a debugee (d), and Expr is the expression to represent a target object including the empty for a default one or if not needed.
For service debugging, message interactions of a debugging command can be processed by a uniform method across proper abstractions. This could format a request to a System Debugging Service through the standardized protocols for Web or Grid Services without other more specific requirements. Therefore, we have the definition of a debugging request.
Definition 3.1. In a message-based debugging mode, the format of a debugging command request can be defined as: C = (Sa, Op, Po), where, Sa: an endpoint address of the system debugging service; Op: a description of the operation, Op = (NS, nm), with o NS: a naming space of the operation; o nm: an operation name; Po: parameters of the operation, Po = (uid, Expr), with o uid: a unique identifier for the debugged service; o Expr: an optional expression for the debugging command request. For a debugging command request, the endpoint address (Sa), operation (Op) and unique identifier (uid) are used to detect a debugged service from other services in a container. That is, the uid and Sa identify a debugged service and the Sa and Op do a debugging command request or activity. Proof. According to the definition 3.1. In a container, the uid identifies a debugee and a debugging activity, e.g., a request from debugger to continue it, or one to dump debugging information. In other words, a debugee itself and a set of related debugging activities are in mutual limitation. All behaviors of a debugee lie in the assertion of its identifier. To be sure, the identifier must be generated from an original client caller for an on-demand debugging mode, and the debugged service that is identical with the very existence of the same. With this limitation, a debugee and a debugging activity could recognize each other.
Therefore, message-based debugging facilities could coexist with debugged services in the system. Any debugger that follows this is, by definition, a coexisting debugging system, in which the structural correspondence substantially holds. Since an interactive debugging procedure does not interfere with other services running on the same system, users could simultaneously debug their service invocations.
B. Operational Semantics
In a normal service container, the operational model of debugged services can be seen as labeled transition systems there can be many possible behavioral steps. In practice, a behavioral step could consist of one or more conditions that determine when a service invocation should be interrupted.
2) State and Breakpoint Mapping: In a normal service container, all execution states for debugged services could be mapped into a state mapping space (SMS) in message-based debugging facilities with their own identifiers. It can be also denoted as: for all these debugged services (D),
, where, n is the count of simultaneously debugging services in a container, the symbol means "map into". Similarly, a set of behavioral breakpoints ( B BP i ) could also be mapped into a breakpoint mapping space (BMS). That is for all these
With the mutual limitation, a behavioral breakpoint could satisfy to capture a single control flow for a debugged service invocation. Such a breakpoint is self-identifying, and hits in the only sequence of behaviors of the invocation. In a service container, many services may invoke the same behavior, e.g., one in the scope of a global request or response flow; thus the mutual interference may be avoided if setting a breakpoint in the behavior with a self-identifier.
IV. CONTEXT INSPECTION
Service contexts include structural run-time data and persistent resources in the message processing for a service invocation. In the message-based debugging mode, debugging information is built on top of a current message context and a set of service behaviors which make a framework to support the service execution. We can give a general definition of service contexts as follows. and A*. These members include some properties, fields and methods, which provide basic identifying data and interfaces of messages. RPE: a local reference for the execution engine. An engine provides common functions for the procedure, e.g., service registries, behavioral description maps, and class loading properties; AR*: null or a set of actor roles. Actor roles are associated with an execution of service behaviors, which are invariant during the message processing; M 0 : a group of members to handle DSO, RRM, RPE and AR* in a message context. In the message-based debugging mode, a method can be invoked by a debugging command with correct arguments. In addition, we should manipulate various contexts dynamically built or constructed through the current message context. Message-based debugging facilities should also support inspecting such resource contexts if necessary. For example, persistent resources with a stateful service should be exchanged between the local and remote sides, when a behavioral emigration occurs for single step-in [12] .
2) Resource Context: For a service invocation, a resource context can be defined as: RC = (MC, Cons, M rc ), where, MC: a message context defined as above; Cons: a constructor of a resource context with the current message context; M rc : a group of members defined in a resource context. Therefore, in a normal container the related service contexts for a debugged service can be denoted as: ) ( RC MC C .
As the following discussion, all debugged services could establish a mapping of those contexts into a group of global maps in a service container.
B. Global Maps
In a container, assume that a one-level map could contain all references of current message contexts for debugged services whose keys are the self-identifiers. For a debugged service, message-based debugging facilities can make a reference of its current message context into a global map (GMAP1). By calling a system debugging service, it is easy to locate a current message context (mcobj) with a selfidentifier parameter (uid). The global map in a service container can be denoted as:
where, n is the count of programmers for simultaneously debugging services in a container. Then a well-format expression (Expr) within a debugging request can be computed in the context by an expressional evaluator (see also section 5.3).
For a resource context, some debugging command requests could construct or save a context object (rcobj) into a two-level global map, where it is mapped with a uid key and a specific name (sname) assigned to it, denoted as:
where, n is the same one of map (1) . To the i th debugged service, m i is the count of resource contexts temporally mapped. For such a context inspection, an operation of the system debugging service can locate an object with two steps by the identifier and specific name. It first searches the submap with a key (uid), where the related context object is mapped with a name (sname) if exists, and then locates it.
Arguments for a debugging command request, which calls a method of the context, can be orderly buffered to a list in a service container. They could be set with one or more debugging commands before a method called. Indeed, they are automatically cleared after the call completed. Similarly, in a container, a global map (GLST1) for temporally buffering argument lists (alst) does also a one-level map with unique identifiers (uid), denoted as:
where, n is the same one of map (1) 
where, l is the count of service containers. Service contexts related to these debugged invocations should be mapped with a unique identifier and/or an assigned name into this product mapping space.
Proof. According to formulae (1)- (3), theorem 3.2 and theorem 4.1, it is easy to prove.
Therefore, in message-based debugging facilities, all the contexts for debugged services in one or more containers (
) can be independently inspected or dumped without a source level debugging infrastructure.
C. Context Expression
The context expression (Expr) is another element within a debugging command line. It is a parameter of a debugging command request. Such an expression is often an appropriate presentation of a reflective member in the inspected context. , where symbol means "can represent". A context expression can be considered as a high level description of a reflective context element. The relationship between them is a similar one as that between an interface and a particular implementation. Consequently, the expression can encapsulate its implementation and can also be decomposed with some inspective functions of the facilities. Typically, in an object oriented language with reflections (e.g., Java, C#, Smalltalk), we can query a context instance for its class with reflective APIs provided by the core of a system.
For example, the java reflection consists of a set of programming interfaces through which the software module in a java system can discover the structure of classes, methods and their associations in the system [13] [14] . In the java programming language, reflective capabilities are centered around the class java.lang.Class, extended by the core reflection package, java.lang.reflect [13] . All classes, including the Class itself, are instances of the Class. In addition to the Class, several other classes that support reflections are defined, e.g., java.lang.reflect.Constructor, java.lang.reflect.field, java.lang.reflect.Method. Classes have methods that support introspection. We can query a class for its superclass, superinterfaces, fields, methods, constructors and member classes.
As above, when a debugging command request arrives, the corresponding operation of a System Debugging Service is called, which can locate the service context in a product mapping space and evaluate an expression in a non-intrusive mode based on the APIs of language reflection.
V. DESIGN
Message-based debugging facilities can reply a debugging command request through a system debugging service [12] . In the facilities, a system debugging service provides a channel between the message-based front-end and back-end. With debugging interactions, a behavior controller verifies the message-based debugging mode, manipulates its debugged service at each behavioral boundary, and triggers its migrating unit if needed. Non-intrusive instrumentation provides capabilities dynamically and interactively to trace service behaviors, manage debugging information, and evaluate the value of a context element [12] .
A. System Debugging Service
In message-based debugging facilities, operations of a system debugging service are of two types: control, query and update. The control one consists of the following three groups [12] :
1) State Operations: Set or update some execution states for a debugged service, e.g., step-in, next, continue, and waiting.
2) Breakpoint Operations: Insert or delete a behavioral breakpoint, and enable or disable behavioral control of a debugged service.
3) Compensable Operations: Temporally adjust the control structure of a debugged service at a behavioral breakpoint, e.g., skipping, compensating after, and retrying a behavior.
The query and update operations include: 1) Trace Operations: Generate a behavioral trace of a debugged service.
2) Dump Operations: Dynamically evaluate and dump debugging information of a context expression.
Mentioned previously, these operations corresponding to debugging activities can be processed in a uniform mode. The format of each operation contains three parts: an operation name, a parameter of the unique identifier, and an optional expression of a context element. With the mutual limitation, a called operation of the system debugging service first identifies a debugged service, and processes states and data of the debugee. The expression can represent its implementation, the context reflection.
B. Execution State
The states can be divided into two types: internal (Int) and external (Ext 
C. Syntax of Expressions
The service debugger provides a set of inspective commands for message-based debugging. We can use them to examine elements of a context at a behavioral breakpoint [12] . The syntax of expressions for inspecting context elements is given in Fig. 4 .
Notes: The construct option denotes to construct a context object with the current message context if needed. The asarg is used to save the result object as an argument for invoking the next reflective method. The save denotes to save the result object to the context mapping space. The nomc indicates that the inspected object is not a default current message context. The fput or fget means to put or get a resource file to or from the service-site. Step into an immigrating behavior locally
Ext
Step
Step into an emigrating behavior remotely [16] . In a survey of on-line debugging technique, Evans and Darley remark that computer use is becoming debugging-limited rather than limited by memory size or processor speed. In this section, we introduce the relevant research results for debugging Grid or Web Services. They can be divided into four broad categories: extension mechanisms of source level debugger, low-level system virtualization, mirror-based technique, manual instrumentation. Here we discuss some instances of the four categories.
A. Extension Mechanisms
In [17] , Kurniawan and Abramson proposed a WSRFCompliant Debugger for Grid Applications. One important component in it is the middleware compatibility layer. It is written according to an extension mechanism of the middleware, which acts as a translation layer between Grid debugging service and generic debug interface. This extension allows a GDB/GDBServer [18] to be utilized as the back-end debug engine. In [19] and [20] , the NASA Ames's researchers build a debugger for applications running on heterogeneous computational Grids, called p2d2, which uses the client-server architecture to isolate the platform-dependent code in a debugger server. In the gEclipse project [11] , it also provides plug-ins to support debugging and program understanding on MPI applications running on Grid sites. Generally, these extension mechanisms depend on some conventional debugging facilities. Moreover, they focus on Grid applications but on the Grid Services.
B. Low-level Virtualization
In [21] and [22] , researchers in Computer Laboratory of University of Cambridge propose the pervasive debugging approach for debugging distributed systems, called PDB. Based on the Xen Virtual Machine Monitor to virtualize the system resources of a single machine, PDB can eliminate the probe effect, and can reproduce the exact behavior of a distributed system. By using Xen to virtualize Grid resources, one can deterministically debug Grid applications. However, this debugging technique is difficult to attain for applications that need to be run on a large-scale distributed system.
C. Mirror-based Technique
In [13] and [14] , designers and developers in Sun Microsystems propose the Java Platform Debugger Architecture (JPDA) based on mirror-based systems. All these interfaces are subtypes of the interface com.sun.jdi.Mirror. A mirror is always associated with a particular virtual machine as a whole, in which the entities being mirrored exists, so the implementation of a virtual machine often requires command line options to load the debugging agent or infrastructure at first. For debugging Grid or Web Services, more elaborate facilities have appeared with some systems, but the source level debugger still mainly provides only technique for accessing the dynamic state of an entire container. Therefore, programmers are continuing to debug their service applications in their original or demo machines, but a testbed even or multiple servers in different geographical locations.
D. Manual instrumentation
Often software programmers trace the execution of their programs by manually inserting instrumentation statements that may print out code locations and values of one or more variables. Thus a program can generate its own trace that can be inspected to understand or verify its behavior as it executes on the actual environment or platform. One approach to manually instrumentation at source code is those inserted statements to dump logging information, e.g., logging services [23] , and some programming languages support program annotation, e.g., Java and CLR. Code annotations constitute a powerful mechanism that enables passing information between programmers, tools, and the runtime, from the source code level up to the execution time [24] . Manual instrumentation and annotation to measure a program should be done when one gathers profiling information by inserting code to track various quantities. The presence of such code can often influence the execution speed and introduce imprecision in the measurement.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A major area of concern in a model of message-based debugging facilities described here relates to service debugging in Internet-based environments. Certain issues concerning service debugging have been broached. Equally important, if not more, is the issue of this model for dynamically inspecting a sequence of services without violating normal service containers. A solution we are looking at moves the focus of a source level debugging mode towards a message-based debugging mode. The model supports a mechanism of multi-user and multi-site service debugging without requiring programmers or developers to one by one duplicate full scenarios in multiple servers.
We consider several directions for future research. First, learnt from some conventional debugging techniques and tools, we want to improve our debugger with some extended functionalities, including remote event handling, just-in-time behavior debugging. Secondly, we will investigate to debug composite or orchestrating business process and multilanguage applications within Service-Oriented Architecture, e.g., non-intrusive and automatic message instrumentation for workflow and business applications, supporting for other types of reflective programming languages. Thirdly, we plan to integrate our debugger into a grid-programming environment for debugging services in large-scale distributed systems.
